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Abstract 

The operating characteristics and performance limits of a novel space qualified arterial 

heat pipe design were experimentally investigated. The arterial heat pipe was found to be 

capillary limited to a maximum dry-out power of 350 W at horizontal elevation. 

Performance was repeatable and stable throughout all testing. A numerical model that 

accounted for excess charging of working fluid was proposed and found to compare well 

with the results of experimental testing. 
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C h a p t e r 1 Introduction 

1.1 Introduction and Literature Review 

Heat pipes are heat transport devices employing two phase flow that are capable of 

extremely high equivalent thermal conductivity. The heat pipe was initially patented by 

Grover in 1963 while working for the United States Atomic Energy Commission [1]. It 

was then described in a paper entitled "Structures of very high thermal conductance" by 

the same author the following year which defined a heat pipe in [2] "as a synergistic 

engineering structure which is equivalent to a material having a thermal conductivity 

greatly exceeding any known metal". After that, the field expanded quickly and by 1967 

a heat pipe was tested in space [3]. Heat pipes have been used extensively for spacecraft 
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thermal control since the launch of the American GEOS-B satellite in!968 [4]. Heat pipe 

technology takes advantage of two phase flows to achieve much greater heat transfer 

rates than via conduction or convection alone. A typical heat pipe, shown in Fig. 1.1, has 

three main sections, the evaporator where heat is input, an adiabatic section that 

transports the flow at constant temperature and a condenser where heat is output. The 

main sealed tube has a wick structure on the inner wall and includes a working fluid. 

Evapora Condenser 

Vapor Flow Wick 

Fig. 1.1 - Typical heat pipe operation 

Heat vapourizes liquid in the evaporator. This vapour is driven to the condenser through 

a pressure difference. The vapour condenses and releases its latent heat of vapourization. 

The liquid then moves back to the evaporator through the capillary wick. The liquid is 

forced through the wick structure by a pressure difference cause by the differing radii of 

curvature of the meniscus on the evaporator and condenser sides. Heat pipes of various 

designs have been used for many applications including those in spacecraft, nuclear 

power plants, permafrost layer stabilization and in electronic cooling [5]. The 
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microelectronics industry, in particular, requires ever increasing cooling capabilities to 

cope with the increasing power densities of new microprocessors. Heat pipes are already 

used as integral cooling system components in laptop computers and in some desktop air 

coolers. Their extremely high effective thermal conductivity and ability to work 

passively will continue to play a critical role in electronic cooling [6]. 

Arterial heat pipes are similar to standard heat pipes but differ in that they have a 

dedicated artery for liquid flow as shown in Fig. 1.2. This results in lower friction along 

the liquid path and in turn allows much higher perfonnance for a given cross sectional 

diameter. This style of heat pipe is also very sensitive to any adverse tilt while in a 

gravitational field. A small tilt angle can be enough to cause total dry-out of the artery. 

With this high sensitivity to gravitationally induced adverse pressure gradients and 

excellent performance per mass ratios compared with typical heat pipes, space 

applications have clear potential. 

The term dry-out refers to the point at which the capability of the heat pipe to return 

liquid to the evaporator is insufficient to replenish the quantity of vapour that is leaving. 

This effectively leaves a section at the beginning of the evaporator void of fluid, hence 

the term dry-out. This is undesirable as it would lead to a local spike in temperature 

which could potentially damage the equipment that is relying on the heat pipe for 

cooling. 
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Artery Liquid Flow 
V V 

Condenser 

Fig. 1.2 - Typical arterial heat pipe operation 

A somewhat similar concept to the arterial heat pipe presented in Fig. 1.2 was the 

monogroove heat pipe introduced in [7]. This design and its subsequent design iterations 

flew on several space shuttle flights for zero gravity testing. The initial Space Station 

Heat Pipe Advanced Radiator Element (SHARE) design flew on STS-29 in March 1989. 

During testing vapour bubbles formed in the liquid artery which caused significant 

performance degradation [8]. This design was modified and in August 1991 on STS-43 

the SHARE-II experiment was launched. This redesign changed the configuration of the 

monogroove artery to promote venting of non-condensable gas. The improved 

monogroove heat pipe design functioned as expected [9]. Analytical models for 

predicting de-prime and rewetting of the artery were developed and agreed well with the 

experimental values [10]. A radiator composed of multiple monogroove style heat pipes 
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in parallel is used on the International Space Station. This is advantageous because if one 

of the pipes is damaged from a micro meteoroid or orbital debris impact the remaining 

pipes will continue to operate [11]. 

There are very few other instances of arterial style heat pipes in western literature, 

however there have been many Russian spacecraft, some of which are presented in the 

following table adapted from [12], that have successfully used arterial heat pipes. 

Table 1 - Various Soviet and Russian satellites using arterial heat pipes 

Spacecraft 
Name 

OKO-1-0 

OKO-1-1 

OKO-1-2 

OBZOR 

MARS-96 

ARCON-1 

COUPON 

OKO-1-3 

OKO-1-4 

ARCON-2 

OKO-1-6 

Launch 
Year 

1991 

1992 

1994 

1994 

1996 

1997 

1997 

1998 

2001 

2002 

2003 

Number of arterial 
heat pipes 

14 

14 

14 

1 

2 

32 

14 

14 

14 

32 

10 

Working 
Fluid 

Freon-22 

Freon-22 

Freon-22 

Ammonia 

Ammonia 

Ammonia 

Ammonia 

Freon-22 

Freon-22 

Ammonia 

Propylene 

Over three hundred arterial heat pipes with segmented artery have been manufactured by 

Lavochkin Association and TAIS in Russia and more than one hundred sixty have been 

launched onboard various spacecraft. They have exhibited reliable performance, in some 

cases operating for more than 6 years, as noted in [13]. 

The test article is presented in Fig. 1.3 and a cross section of the internal arterial structure 

in Fig. 1.4. To prevent the accumulation of vapour pockets in the artery, vapour vent 

holes are arranged along the length of the screen which separates the liquid and vapour 

sections. These holes ensure any excess vapour in the artery will be vented to the vapour 

space. The vapour vent holes are sized by the following equation, given in [14], 



A ^.HK \HarSw (n Sw COS(0)\ 

which is a function of the height of the artery Har, the mesh thickness Sw and the 

meniscus contact angle 0. 
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Fig. 1.3 - Arterial heat pipe (all dimensions in mm) 
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Fig. 1.4 - Arterial heat pipe cross section (all dimensions in mm) 

The arterial heat pipe examined in this thesis has circumferential grooves along its entire 

length as shown in Fig. 1.5. These internal threads serve to pump liquid from the liquid 

artery up to the top of the vapour space through capillary action. Each small groove 

along the inside of the pipe wall acts as a very small heat pipe. This feature is not unique 

to this design as it was also employed in the monogroove heat pipe [7]. Internal threaded 

grooves have been analyzed extensively with analytical methods for determining dry-out 

and flooding limits [15]. Experimental and analytical work has also been done on the 

rewetting characteristics of circular channels with internal grooves [16]. 
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0.35 

Fig. 1.5 - Circumferential threads (all dimensions in mm) 

Several Russian papers, translated into English, were found to be relevant to arterial heat 

pipes of the same configuration as the test article. A numerical method was developed to 

predict the maximum heat transfer limit and was used as the basis for the development of 

the numerical model presented in Chapter 4 of this thesis [17]. Another paper of note is 

[18], which provides a means to estimate the thermal resistance of the vapourization zone 

along internal circumferential threaded grooves. 

The most relevant paper that examined this style of heat pipe was that of Garcia and Kaya 

in 2007 [19]. This work presented experimental test results for the same test article as 

used in this thesis and a numerical model based on the work in the standard text on heat 

pipes by Chi [20]. Michel Garcia's thesis provides further details on the experimental 

work performed, including detailed information about the test apparatus [21]. 
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This thesis sets out to define the operating characteristics and performance of a novel 

space qualified arterial heat pipe design. Performance limits and dry-out characteristics 

are thoroughly tested experimentally. A numerical model that can account for excess 

charging of fluid is proposed and compared with the results of experimental testing. 

10 



1.2 Organization 

This thesis is organized into the following five chapters: 

Chapter 1 - Introduction: Introduces background on the history of heat pipes. A 

literature review concerning arterial heat pipes is presented with the aim of summarizing 

the existing state of research on this type of heat pipe. This section also presents the 

problem statement of this thesis. 

Chapter 2 - Experimental Setup: Presents the necessary background information on the 

experimental apparatus and methods used for testing the arterial heat pipe. An 

uncertainty analysis is presented and all relevant uncertainty values are given. 

Chapter 3 - Experimental Results: Presents the results of experimental work. Figures 

summarizing the tests performed and the overall performance of the heat pipe are 

presented and discussed. 

Chapter 4 - Numerical Model: Presents the theory and results for a typical numerical 

model as found in [20], as well as the development of an improved model that takes into 

account excess fluid in the heat pipe. The results of the numerical model are compared 

with the experimental results. 

Chapter 5 - Conclusion: Presents conclusions, list of personal contributions and 

recommendations for future work. 
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t i l f t p t c r 2 Experimental Setup 

2.1 Introduction 

The following chapter summarizes the experimental setup including all equipment used 

in testing, introduces an uncertainty analysis and details how major sources of 

experimental error were identified and then accounted for. An arterial heat pipe, 

manufactured by TAIS Thermal Systems Design and Manufacturing, was tested in order 

to understand and characterize its performance limits. Tests were performed to determine 

operating limits as well as the pipes tolerance to adverse pressure gradients through 

extensive tilt testing. All experimental work was performed in the Heat Pipe Laboratory, 

in room 2233 in the Mackenzie Engineering building at Carleton University. Ambient 
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conditions were not actively controlled as temperature and pressure fluctuated with local 

conditions. 

2.2 Apparatus 

A similar test apparatus was used in [19] and [21] to compare the performance of an 

axially grooved heat pipe to that of an arterial design. That test apparatus was modified 

to allow the heat exchanger to be mounted on the underside of the condenser where the 

liquid in the artery impedes the heat exchange. If the heat exchanger were mounted on 

the top, then better performance would be expected. Bottom cooling is the more 

penalizing case since the liquid in the artery at the bottom of the condenser represents an 

additional resistance. The heater must be mounted on the vapour side of the evaporator. 

If the heater were mounted on the artery side, local boiling could occur in the arterial 

fluid. 

2.2.1 Overall Layout 

The test apparatus has the ArHP held by three polypropylene blocks affixed with two-

sided mounting tape to an aluminum table with four independently adjustable machine 

screw legs. A larger threaded rod assembly, used for inclination testing, was mounted to 

one side of the metal table. 

13 



Heater 

ArHP 
Test 
Table 

•Wi t 

r 
Support 

Heat 
Exchanger 

Tilt Foot 

Fig. 2.1 - Test assembly 

2.2.2 Cooling System 

A heat exchanger was attached to the condenser side saddle. The heat exchanger 

consisted of a tube welded to a flat saddle which was attached to the underside of the 

condenser saddle with hex screws. The screws were tightened to a torque of 1.7 Nrn as 

per the heat pipe instruction manual [22]. Wakefield Engineering 120 series silicone oil-

w 
based thermal joint compound with a thermal conductivity of 0.735 — was used to 

minimize the thermal contact resistance between the mating surfaces. 

A Lytron recirculation chiller, part number RCOl 1, filled with a 70% ethylene glycol to 

30% water mixture supplied chilled fluid to the heat exchanger. Much of the testing was 

at 5°C and this value was chosen to avoid formation of ice crystals as noted in [21]. The 

cooling capacity of this chiller is rated at 500 W and it used R-134a refrigerant. The 

mean flow rate of coolant was 9.0 LPM as measured using an Omega FL-2068 flow 
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meter which has an uncertainty of ±3% across the full scale range. A schematic 

representation of the cooling liquid flow is in Fig. 2.2. 

120 V 

Fig. 2.2 - Cooling system 

2.2.3 Heating System 

On the evaporator side saddle, two different heaters were used during testing. A larger 

1000 W cylindrical cartridge heater, coated with thermal grease and enclosed in an 

aluminum block, was used for high power testing. The smaller heater, rated up to 200 W, 

was supplied by the manufacturer of the heat pipe and was used for all low power and tilt 

testing. It consists of a resistive wire glued to the back of a 0.5 cm thick aluminum block. 

In both cases, the heaters were attached to the evaporator saddle using hex screws with a 

torque of 1.7 Nm. 
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2.2.4 Test Stand Base and Insulation 

An aluminum table with four machine screw legs was used as a base onto which the heat 

pipe was attached. This table had a two holes passing through it on either side allowing 

both the heat exchanger and the tilt screw mechanism to pass though. The test article was 

fixed to the test table with three polyethylene blocks that were machined to have 

longitudinal holes. The pipe passed through these holes and was clamped in place by the 

matching tops of the polypropylene blocks. The blocks were attached to the aluminum 

base plate securely with two sided adhesive mounting tape. Great care was taken to 

ensure the heat pipe was aligned with the base plate so that an inclination measurement at 

the center of the plate would be equal that of the heat pipe. This was necessary because 

the heat pipe was then fully wrapped in two layers of Polyolefin closed cell foam type 

w 
pipe insulation with an approximate thermal conductivity of 0.036 —. 

2.2.5 Inclinometer 

The inclinometer used to determine the tilt angle of the heat pipe was manufactured by 

M-D Building Products. It had a display precision of 0.1°. The uncertainty was taken to 

be half of the smallest scale division. Therefore, the uncertainty was assumed to be 

±0.05°. Multiplying the distance between the evaporator and condenser by the sine of 

0.05°, it can be shown that the maximum height difference is ±0.31 mm. In the 

perpendicular axis this increases to ±0.42 mm. In any case, the height difference is 

within the ±0.5 mm maximum specified in [22]. 
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2.2.6 Data Acquisition System 

Data was collected by a Keithley Model 2700 data acquisition system with 6 V2 digit (22 

bit) resolution. Thirty-six copper/constantan (type T) thermocouples were positioned 

along the heat pipe at various positions. The Keithley used an internally regulated 

reference in all temperature acquisition. This data was passed to a Pentium IV, 2.4 GHz 

PC where it was recorded to the hard drive. The analog to digital conversion error is 

estimated to be ±0.8%. 

2.2.7 Power System 

Omega multi-meters were used to measure the applied current and voltage, the product of 

which is power. Model HHM32 was used to measure AC current with an uncertainty of 

1.2% of reading, and model number HHM31 was used to measure AC voltage with an 

uncertainty of 1.0% of reading. 

Power was regulated by a 240 V variable AC transformer while using the larger heater, 

and by two 120 V variable AC transformers in series for the low power heater. The 

larger 240 V power supply was necessary for the high power horizontal dry-out testing 

that required in excess of 120 V. Two 120 V variable AC transformers were put in series 

to allow greater control of the much smaller applied power required for inclination 

testing. A schematic representation of both the large and small heater configurations is 

provided in Fig. 2.3 
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Fig. 2.3 - Power system 
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2.3 Uncertainty Analysis 

Experimental Uncertainty Analysis provides a method to quantify the expected 

uncertainty of a result from the errors that propagated through a set of measurements. 

Before commencing any test plan or assembling a test apparatus, it is vital to perform a 

general uncertainty analysis. This general analysis will provide the information required 

to select appropriate sensors and equipment and can determine the validity of an 

experimental approach well before the test apparatus is ever built [23]. 

The approach to uncertainty analysis that follows is based on the ANSI/ASME Standard 

on Measurement Uncertainty [24]. 

2.3.1 General Uncertainty Analysis 

General Uncertainty Analysis is used during the initial concept phase of an experiment. 

It is an inexpensive way of creating and testing several possible experimental methods to 

determine which one has the least error. Another valuable product of the analysis is that 

it can pinpoint the main sources of error so that the experimenter can focus time, energy 

and money on addressing the largest sources. This general uncertainty analysis 

procedure that follows is from [25]. 

To begin a general uncertainty analysis, one must start with the data reduction equation, 

r, which is a function of several measured variables, X±. 

r = r(XllX2 Xj) (2.1) 
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The uncertainty of the calculated results is given by, 

«-(&)V(£)V---+(£),«, 
where Ur is the absolute uncertainty of the result and Ux. is the absolute uncertainty of a 

given variable. Dividing through by r , the following non-dimensionalized form is 

obtained, 

-mm2<m2m2—m2m2 *» 
U UX-

where — and —L are the relative uncertainties of the absolute result and of the various r xt 

variables. 

The partial derivative term, is also referred to as the uncertainty magnification factor 

(UMF). This value, when larger than unity will result in the uncertainty from that 

variable increasing as it propagates through the data reduction equation. If the UMF is 

less than unity, then the uncertainty will decrease as it propagates through the data 

reduction equation. A specific UMF for the Xt variable is given by, 

X; dr 
UMFt=-±m (2.4) 

Dividing equation (2.2) by Ur~, permits one to determine the uncertainty percentage 

contribution (UPC) of each of the variables in the overall uncertainty of the result from, 

( t ) V + ( ^ + - ^ ) 2 ^ (2.5) 

m 'r 
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as 

2 
(AL) ^ (XijkX (Hz) 

UPCt = ^ x 100 = - i—; 1 7 x 100 (2.6) 

Following this method it is possible to quickly isolate the largest contributors to the 

overall error. This can save a great deal of time and money as it allows an experimenter 

to focus on the sources of error that will make the most impact on the overall uncertainty. 

This general method can also quickly show that certain experimental configurations may 

never give the required accuracy [26]. 

2.3.2 Input Power Uncertainty 

To further clarify the derivation of the general uncertainty analysis a simple example 

follows. The example is the calculation of the uncertainty of the applied power from the 

product of a measured voltage, V, and current, J. 

T = VJ (2.7) 

Thus, this equation is a function of two variables. 

T = T(V,3) (2.8) 

The form of the uncertainty equation, equation (2.2), is 
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Dividing through by the power squared yields, 

vA = (ldl.\ (Hz\\(LdlX (Hi\ (2.10) 
P2 \PdVJ \V) \T33J \3J 

Performing the derivatives, the uncertainty magnification factor for both voltage and 

current is found to be equal to 1. 

V3T V 3(V3) V3 „ „ „ UMF»=™~mrsv-~vjml (211) 

3 3? 3 3(V3) V3 
UMFn = = -— 7 —— - = — = 1 (2.12) 3 P 33 (V3) 33 V3 V 

Therefore, equation (2.10) reduces to, 

By taking the square root of both sides of the equation, the relative uncertainty in terms 

of a percentage of applied power can be expressed as the following. 

%=0 + &) 
The result of this percent error calculation is presented in Fig. 2.4 and is it clear that the 

smaller heater has much lower percent uncertainty in its operational range up to 200 W. 

The large heater does not drop below 1% uncertainty until approximately 80 W of 

applied power. 
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Fig. 2.4 - Percent uncertainty 

Multiplying equation (2.14) by the applied power, T = V3, gives the absolute uncertainty 

as, 

*-«»M + ®' (2.15) 

This absolute error is presented in Fig. 2.5 and clearly shows that the large heater has 

more error than the small heater, but that the maximum error is still well under 2 W at a 

highest power levels examined. 
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Fig. 2.5 - Absolute uncertainty 

Thus, based on these results it was concluded that the large heater was to be used only 

when the small heater's maximum capacity of approximately 200 W was insufficient to 

reach dry-out power. 

2.3.3 Thermocouple Uncertainty 

Temperature data was collected for a period of several days without any applied power at 

ambient conditions. This data was then reduced by dividing it into one minute segments. 

The standard deviation was calculated for each of these one minute segments. This was 

done to isolate the random variation of the thermocouples from the fluctuations in the 

ambient temperature. It was assumed for this analysis that the ambient temperature 
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would essentially remain constant over each one minute segment. The following figure 

presents the relative frequency of the standard deviation of the one minute segments. 
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Fig. 2.6 - Thermocouple standard deviation 

The maximum standard deviation in the thermocouple data is less than 0.025°C. 

2.3.4 Chiller Uncertainty 

Temperature data was collected for one hour with no applied load and the chiller running 

at a stable 5°C. The data was then reduced into one minute blocks. The standard 

deviation of each block was determined and plotted in the following figure. The spread 

of standard deviation is slightly smaller for the chiller than for the thermocouples. This 
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indicates that the chiller had a temperature fluctuation smaller than that of the 

thermocouples. Also, it demonstrates that the chiller is capable of holding a constant 

temperature that fluctuates less than the random precision error of the thermocouples. 
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Fig. 2.7 - Compare chiller vs. thermocouple standard deviation 

2.3.5 Ambient Temperature Uncertainty 

The following figure presents the relative frequency of ambient temperature throughout 

all testing. Ambient temperature was always larger than 21°C and smaller than 26°C and 

is characterized by a random distribution such as that shown in Fig. 2.8. 
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Fig. 2.8 — Ambient temperature readings during all testing 
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2.4 Non-Condensable Gas 

It has been less than 5 years since the ammonia in the heat pipe was degassed. In this 

time it is possible that the ammonia working fluid could have reacted with the stainless 

steel structure of the heat pipe and generated non-condensable gasses. The approach 

taken to determine whether non-condensable gasses were present was two-fold. Firstly, a 

theoretical analysis was done to determine a best estimate of the quantity of non-

condensable gas that had formed in the pipe. The second method used for determining 

whether any non-condensable gasses were formed, was to place as many thermocouples 

as possible in the end of the condenser. This is where non-condensable gasses would 

build up forming a bubble. If a large enough bubble existed, it could be detected by a 

drop in temperature at the tip of the condenser. 

Knowing that a buildup of non-condensable gas would have a significant impact on 

performance it was of interest to determine how a vapour bubble would diffuse back into 

the fluid. It was also planned to perform a theoretical analysis of the non-condensable 

gas supported bubble life in the arteries which would have required the solubility and 

diffusivity of nitrogen and hydrogen in ammonia. This was later deemed to be 

unnecessary since the following model indicated that the amount of non-condensable 

gasses generated is negligible and no significant amount of non-condensable gas was 

detected experimentally. A literature review of the methods for determining the 

diffusivity of interest is presented in Appendix A for future reference. 
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2.4.1 Non-Condensable Gas Model 

As shown in [27], the quantity of non-condensable gas increases with time and it is 

possible to predict the amount of non-condensable gas formation [28]. Arrhenius' 

equation solves for the rate constant fcc as a function of activation energy Ea, the 

universal gas constant Rc, absolute temperature Tand a pre-exponential factor, Ac. The 

value of Ac is 0.023 and the value of Ea is 70000, as presented in [29], for the 

combination of ammonia and stainless steel. 

kc = Ace~E"^T (2.16) 

Assuming a worst case scenario of 50°C ambient storage temperature for the last 5 years, 

the rate kc can be solved for and multiplied by the elapsed time in seconds, ts. Taking 

this value and multiplying by the mass of ammonia mNH3, gives the mass of non-

condensable gas as, 

mNCG = kctsmNH3 (2.17) 

As both N2 and H2 are formed in this reaction, they both makeup a portion of the 

calculated mass of non-condensable gas. When ammonia dissociates it results in one 

nitrogen and three hydrogen atoms for a total of four atoms. Therefore, the molar mass, 

1 3 

M, of the mixture of N2 and H2 is given as - the molar mass of hydrogen plus - the molar 

mass of nitrogen, or 

1 3 
M = 4 (MHydrogen) + 4 {^Nitrogen) (2- ] 8 ) 
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This yields a calculated molar mass for the non-condensable gasses as 8.5 since the molar 

mass of hydrogen is 2 and that of nitrogen is 28. Dividing the mass, m^cG, by the molar 

mass, M, gives the total number of moles of non-condensable gas, n. The ideal gas law-

can be used to calculate the volume of gas using the number of moles of gas n, the 

saturation pressure of ammonia Psat at the absolute temperature T and the universal gas 

constant Rc as, 

nRcT 
V9as = -J£- (2-19) 

"sat 

As given in [30], the saturation pressure of ammonia at 50°C is 2.0331 megapascals so 

the volume from equation (2.19) is 6.33 mm" which is equivalent to 0.00633 mL. The 

length of a cylindrical bubble of non-condensable gas, Lbubbie, that would form at the tip 

of the condenser with this given volume can be found using the volume of a cylinder 

expression, 

^bubble = ~~2 (2.20) 
nrf 

which yields 0.0666 mm. Such a small quantity of gas would likely be undetectable by 

thermocouples placed on the exterior of the pipe. 
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2.5 Thermocouple Placement 

A total of 36 thermocouples were used throughout testing. Of these, 33 were attached 

directly to the heat pipe. 

The thermocouples attached to the evaporator were mounted along the central axis of the 

bottom saddle as seen in Fig. 2.9. This was done to allow proper mating of the heater 

with the top saddle. The exact position of these thermocouples is presented in the 

following table. Thermocouple TCg and TCg are mounted on each side of the pipe 

halfway between the top and bottom saddles. 

Table 2 - Evaporator section thermocouple distances 

Thermocouple 
placement : 

Td 
TC2 

TC3 

TC4 

TC5 

TC6 

TC7 

TC8 

TC9 

TC10 

TCn 

TC12 

Linear distance in meters from 
evaporator end 

0.000 
0.010 
0.020 
0.030 
0.040 
0.072 
0.117 
0.140 
0.140 
0.162 
0.207 
0.252 

condenser end 
1.295 
1.285 
1.275 
1.265 
1.255 
1.223 
1.178 
1.155 
1.155 
1.133 
1.088 
1.043 
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Fig. 2.9 - Thermocouple placement (bottom view) 

The thermocouples in the adiabatic section are all mounted on the top side of the heat 

pipe with the exception of TCn and TCJS which are mounted directly below TC/4 and 

TCi9, respectively. Thermocouple TCK, is mounted off center to allow space for a 

support bracket which attaches at the straight section in the middle of the adiabatic 

section. The following table presents the linear distances of the thermocouples from the 

tip of the evaporator and condenser. 
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Table 3 - Adiabatic section thermocouple distances 

Thermocouple 
placement 

TC13 

TC14 

TC15 

TC16 

TC17 

TC18 

TC-ig 

Linear distance in meters from 
evaporator end 

0.290 
0.290 
0.498 
0.616 
0.797 
1.005 
1.005 

condenser end 
1.005 
1.005 
0.797 
0.679 
0.498 
0.290 
0.290 

The thermocouples mounted to the condenser were mounted along the central axis of the 

top saddle as seen in Fig. 2.10. This was done to allow proper mating of the heat 

exchanger to the bottom saddle. The exact position of these thermocouples is presented 

in the following table. Thermocouple TC23 and TC24 are mounted on each side of the 

pipe halfway between the top and bottom saddles and are visible in Fig. 2.11. 

Table 4 - Condenser section thermocouple distances 

Thermocouple 
placement 

TC20 

TC21 

TC22 

TC23 

TC24 

TC25 

TC26 

TC27 

TC28 

TC29 

TC30 

TC31 

TC32 

TC33 

Linear distance in meters from 
evaporator end 

1.043 
1.088 
1.133 
1.155 
1.155 
1.178 
1.200 
1.235 
1.245 
1.255 
1.265 
1.275 
1.285 
1.295 

condenser end 
0.252 
0.207 
0.162 
0.140 
0.140 
0.117 
0.095 
0.060 
0.050 
0.040 
0.030 
0.020 
0.010 
0.000 
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Fig. 2.10 - Thermocouple placement (top view) 

Fig. 2.11 - Thermocouple placement (side view) 
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2.6 Heat Leak 

If the test assembly was perfectly insulated, then it would follow that all the input heat 

would be removed via the cooling system. In reality, some of the applied heat escapes 

into the environment. This phenomenon is referred to as heat leak and it can be 

characterized through, 

Qin = Qleak + Qout C2-2*) 

Knowing the input heat from the input power, if it were possible to calculate the heat 

removed from the system, the heat leak could be established. In initial testing an 

approach was examined that would measure the temperature of the fluid entering and 

leaving the heat exchanger directly. Using the following relation it is theoretically 

possible to determine the heat that the fluid removed from the heat pipe from the mass 

flow rate m, the coolant's specific heat cp, and the temperature difference of the wanner 

fluid exiting to the cold fluid entering the heat exchanger. Thus, 

Qout = rhcp(Tout-Tin) (2.22) 

It was observed during initial testing that the temperature differences were very small 

which lead to uncertainty in excess of 100%. This method was shown to be insufficient 

for quantifying the amount of heat escaping to the environment. Another approach was 

selected. Knowing that a small fraction of the heat input to the evaporator would leak 

through the insulation and warm the surrounding air, it was decided to model the natural 

convection occurring around the evaporator. The evaporator covered with insulation was 
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modeled as a horizontal cylinder. Two thermocouples, TC34 and TC35, were placed on 

top of each end of the evaporator outside of the insulation. The recorded temperatures 

from these two thermocouples were used in the following model to determine the 

approximate amount of parasitic heat loss. 

2.6.1 Free Convection from Horizontal Cylinders 

The convective heat transfer coefficient is a value that is generally determined 

experimentally. There exist several empirical correlations that can be used to solve for 

this value. Five of these correlations were analyzed to determine which one was the most 

applicable to the tests that were conducted. 

For natural convection, the convention is to use a film temperature. This is the average 

between the surface Ts and ambient temperature T^ as given by, 

T —T 
TV = i£-_ifi (2.23) 
' / 2 

Another parameter used in this analysis is the volume coefficient of expansion /3y. For an 

ideal gas this is simply the inverse of temperature given as, 

/?/ = =r (2.24) 
v 

The Grashof number is a dimensionless parameter that is also used in natural convection 

analysis. It physically represents a ratio of the buoyancy to the viscous forces [31] as, 

\3 
Cr = gPrCTs-TM^ ( 2 2 5 ) 

V 2 
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where the kinematic viscosity v is a function of temperature and is the ratio of the 

dynamic viscosity fj. divided by the density p. 

v = 
H 

(2.26) 

Gravitational acceleration g and the outer diameter of the cylinder D are also needed to 

find the Grashof number. The Prandtl number is a dimensionless parameter that 

physically represents the ratio between kinematic viscosity v and thermal diffusivity ad. 

This can be further simplified to the product of the specific heat cp and dynamic viscosity 

\i divided by the thermal conductivity k, or 

ad k 
(2.27) 

For the purposes of this analysis, second order polynomial fits were found based on 

tabulated property data in [31]. 

Table 5 - Properties of air at atmospheric pressure 

Temperature 

•: Jr 
K 

100 
150 
200 
250 
300 
350 
400 

Kinematic 
Viscosity 

vx106 

m2/s 
1.923 
4.343 
7.49 
11.31 
15.69 
20.76 
25.9 

Prandtl 
Number 

Pr 

0.77 
0.753 
0.739 
0.722 
0.708 
0.697 
0.689 

Thermal 
Conductivity 

it 

W/mK 
0.009246 
0.013735 
0.01809 
0.02227 
0.02624 
0.03003 
0.03365 
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This yielded the following equations: 

v = (a0T
2 + a1T + a2)106 (2.28) 

Pr = a0T
2 + a-J + a2 (2.29) 

k = a0T
2 + arT + a2 (2.30) 

where the constants a0, ax and a2 are given below in Table 6. 

Table 6 - Parameters used in property equations 

V 

Pr 
k 

a0 

1.1588095E-04 
3.1429000E-07 
-3.6140000E-08 

• - <h 

2.2748810E-02 
-4.3285714E-04 
9.9465710E-05 

' ' : " • • • ' . ' v a 2 : • : 

-1.6005714E+00 
8.1085714E-01 
-3.5164286E-04 

Maximum Error 
(jii temperature range used) 

0.978% 
0.182% 
0.017% 

The Nusselt number is a dimensionless value denoting the ratio of convection to 

conduction heat transfer [32]. It can be determined using empirical correlations based on 

the product of the Grashof and Prandtl numbers, which is also known as the Rayleigh 

number, or 

Ra = GrPr (2.31) 
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For the range of Raleigh numbers considered here, there exist five applicable empirical 

formulas for horizontal cylinders that could be used to calculate the average Nusselt 

number. The first three were in the following form. 

Nu = Cc(GrPr)mc (2.32) 

with Cc and mc as constants given in Table 7. 

Table 7 - Coefficients used to calculate the average Nusselt number [31] 

Formula 1 

Formula 2 

Formula 3 

Q i 

Cc2 

CC3 

0.53 

0.13 

0.48 

mcl 

mc2 

mc3 

0.25 

0.33 

0.25 

Applicable range of Rayleigh number 

1 0 4 - 1 0 9 

10 9 - 10 1 2 

1 0 4 - 1 0 7 

A more complex correlation is given by Churchill and Chu[33] as, 

Nu1/2 = 0.60 +0.387 [ 
GrPr | 1 / 6 

[1 + (0.559/Pr)9/16]16/9! 
(2.33) 

This expression is valid for a range of Rayleigh numbers from 10"5 to 1012. Finally, a 

simpler correlation from [33] that is only valid for Rayleigh numbers from 10"6 to 109 is, 

Nu = 0.36 + 
0.518(GrPr)1/4 

[1 + (0.559/Pr)9/16]4/9 (2.34) 

Once a Nusselt number is obtained, it is possible to determine the average heat transfer 

coefficient h as, 

h = Nu (S) (2.35) 
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We have evaluated an average heat transfer coefficient for each of the five correlations 

considered. Thus combining equation (2.32), the coefficients in Table 7 and equation 

(2.35) it is possible to solve for hi, h2 and h3. Combining equation (2.33) and (2.35) 

yields h.4. Similarly combining equation (2.34) with (2.35) yields h5. 

The following figure gives the calculated heat transfer coefficients at the maximum 

applied power seen in testing. This represents the highest possible heat transfer 

coefficient seen during testing. 

j i I i i i i L 
11000 12000 13000 

Time [s] 
14000 15000 

Fig. 2.12 - Heat transfer coefficient 

The fourth relation, given by equation (2.33), was chosen as it yielded a heat transfer 

coefficient that was approximately the mean of the other values, and was applicable 

across the largest spectrum of Rayleigh numbers. 
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2.6.2 Total Heat Leak 

The total heat leak is the sura of the heat lost due to natural convection and the heat lost 

via radiation, or 

Qtotal = ^convection • ^eradiation y^.io) 

With the average natural convection heat transfer coefficient, h, it is possible to 

determine the heat lost with Newton's law of cooling, or 

Q convection ~ hFs(Ts - T„) (2.37) 

The radiation emitted from the evaporator section insulation was investigated to 

determine if it was a significant part of the total parasitic heat loss. The equation for 

radiation heat transfer from a convex surface to a large enclosure is given by, 

Qradiation —°cesPs(Js ~Tco) (2.38) 

This equation includes ac, called the Stefan-Boltzmann constant with a value of 5.669E-

08 2 4. The emissivity, es, is physically the ratio of emissive power to that of an ideal 

black body and was estimated to be 0.8. In this case, the convex surface, Fs, is modeled 

as the outer surface of the insulation wrapping the evaporator section of the heat pipe at 

temperature Ts. The large enclosure is the room in which the tests were performed at the 

temperature T^ and for the purposes of this analysis was assumed to be an ideal black 
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body. The value of Fs was set to be - of the cylindrical insulation surrounding the 

evaporator section. This was to take into account that the heater and TC34 and TC35 were 

located on the top side of the pipe. Parasitic heat loss was calculated to never exceed 1% 

of the applied heat load. This is shown in the following figure where the applied power 

was brought up to the maximum power used in testing via steps but the heat loss did not 

exceed 0.9%. 
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Fig. 2.13 - Percent heat leak 

It is interesting to note that some heat is absorbed by the insulation from the environment 

while the pipe is colder than ambient temperature. This occurred with applied powers 

lower than 50 W. Fig. 2.13 only shows the percent of heat lost; as such it does not 
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display the heat that is added to the pipe via convection when the temperature is below 

ambient. It was assumed that this very small heat addition could be neglected. 

2.6.3 Insulation Critical Thickness Calculation 

It is possible that, by adding insulation, the area for convective heat transfer could 

increase proportionally more than the reduced conductive heat transfer. It is possible to 

find the critical thickness of the insulation where if the outer radius of the insulation is 

smaller than the critical thickness, adding insulation would serve to increase rather than 

decrease the heat transfer from the pipe. Using the resistance network method [31], it is 

possible to define an equation for the heat transfer Q, as a function of the internal and 

external radiuses and temperatures, length, thermal conductivity of the insulation and the 

convective heat transfer coefficient as, 

2nL(Tt - T„) 
Q = w A 1 239> 

* r0h 

Taking the derivative with respect to the outer radius and setting it to zero it is possible to 

find the maximum as, 

*9. - o - " 2 * L C r < ~ T M ) fe + * ? ; (2-40) 
dr0 Pn(r0/r t) , 1 l 2 

+ —T k r0h\ 

which simplifies to, 
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r 0 = f (2.41) 
h 

The thermal conductivity of the insulation is a property of the material. For the type of 

w Armaflex pipe insulation used, the thermal conductivity is approximately 0.036 —. 

Taking the maximum heat transfer coefficient seen in Fig. 2.12 as approximately 4, the 

outer radius is calculated to be 9 mm. Therefore, as long as the insulation outer radius is 

larger than 9 trim adding more insulation will reduce the overall heat transfer to the pipe. 

The pipe outer radius is 6 mm before addition of any insulation. This analysis shows that 

the first 3 mm of insulation actually enhance the convective heat transfer to the 

environment. This problem was overcome by adding a minimum of two layers of 

insulation with each layer being 10 mm thick. This gives a minimum of 26 mm outer 

radius for the insulation which is much more than the critical value. 
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C h a p t e r 3 Experimental Results 

3.1 Introduction to Experimental Results 

Very little performance data is available in the open literature about the arterial heat pipe 

we tested. Existing work that is directly related to our research is limited to [17] ,[19] 

and [21]. 

This chapter presents the extensive tests that were performed to better characterize the 

performance of our arterial heat pipe. The operating envelope was probed with the aim 

of determining the test articles performance limits including, maximum dry-out power at 

horizontal as well as adverse elevations. Further, tests consisting of a step change in 

applied power were explored with the aim of assessing whether application of a large 
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fraction of dry-out power would initiate nucleate boiling. Nucleate boiling is undesirable 

because it can cause a vapour blockage in the artery and result in degradation of 

performance. The final set of tests examines the heat pipes response to a step change 

decrease in condenser temperature with a constant applied power. 
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3.2 Horizontal Dry-out Testing 

- i 350 

5000 10000 
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Fig. 3.1 - Horizontal dry-out test 

In Fig. 3.1 the results of a typical horizontal dry-out test are given. The temperatures 

presented are the average section temperatures of the evaporator (Tev), adiabatic section 

(Tad) ar>d condenser (Tco) as given by the following expressions 

10 
(TCt + TC2 + ••• + TC6 + TC7 + TC10 + TClt + TC12) (3.1) 

Tad=^(TC15 + TC16 + TC17) (3.2) 

and 
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Tea = j2 ^C20 + TC21 + TC22 + TC25 + TC26 + ••• + TC32 + TC33) (3.3) 

Temperatures are plotted as a function of time in seconds. The sink temperature was 

maintained at 5°C for the duration of the test. Ambient temperature (T^) was measured 

by thermocouple TCS6 attached to the base of the test stand. The base acted as a thermal 

mass to reduce fluctuations in the ambient temperature measurement. Before each 

increase in power, temperatures were allowed to stabilize until no temperature varied by 

more than 0.1 °C for 600 seconds. Power was then applied in 50 W increments until dry-

out was observed. At 350 W a sudden increase in the evaporator temperature is a sign of 

dry-out. Power is plotted as the input power before correction for parasitic heat loss. 

Since parasitic heat loss is smaller than 1% in all cases, its inclusion in the figures would 

only serve to make them less clear. There are several criteria that are widely used to 

denote dry-out. Method 1 uses the temperature difference across the evaporator to define 

dry-out, as is proposed in [34], as 

Methodx = TCX - TC12 (3.4) 

Method 2 uses the difference between the mean evaporator temperature and the mean 

adiabatic section temperature as the definition of dry-out and is used by the European 

Space Agency [35]. Method 2 yields the expression 

Method2 = Tev - Tad (3.5) 
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Method 2 has a secondary criterion, useful especially for low power testing, where dry-

out is defined to be one of two limits, whichever occurs first. Either when the 

temperature difference across the evaporator exceeds 5°C or when evaporator equivalent 

resistance calculated by the following equation 

TCt - TC12 
Xev=-T) (3.6) 

^applied 

starts to increase. Corrected power is used for all calculations of resistance. As power is 

increased, the heat pipe evaporator resistance should decrease until it reaches an optimum 

operating condition. After reaching this optimum operating condition with minimum 

resistance, when the applied power is increased the resistance will go up. When this 

begins to occur it indicates that the end of the evaporator is no longer being replenished 

with liquid and is effectively experiencing dry-out. 
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Fig. 3.4 - Evaporator resistance method 

In all three plots it is clear that dry-out occurs once power is increased to 350 W. 

In addition to this initial test, two more dry-out tests were performed at zero elevation. 

This was done to show repeatability in the results and to better locate the exact point of 

dry-out. Subsequent tests followed the same pattern as the initial diy-out test using 50 W 

increments up to the 300 W power level achieved before dry-out. The power was then 

added in steps of 10 W until dry-out was observed. 
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Fig. 3.5 - Follow-up dry-out test at horizontal 

Dry-out was determined to occur at 350 W in both follow-up tests. This was confirmed 

using all available criteria. The evaporator resistance is given in the following figure. 
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Fig. 3.6 - Evaporator resistance method (follow-up test) 

It is clear that the evaporator resistance increases rapidly after the power is increased to 

350 W. This clearly demonstrates that dry-out occurs at 350 W. 

This dry-out power compares well with that found in [19] where the maximum dry-out 

power at horizontal was found to be between 360 W and 370 W. The discrepancy in 

power can be attributed to the added thermal resistance of having the heat exchanger 

mounted below the condenser in this series of tests. 
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3.3 Small Elevation Dry-out Testing 

In an arterial heat pipe it is possible that at horizontal and at very small elevations, the 

liquid in the artery could penetrate into the vapour space. This phenomenon can cause a 

puddle to form [17] and it can lead to a change in operational capability. It is therefore 

desirable to determine the performance of the heat pipe when it does not have a puddle 

present and when liquid is still being provided to the evaporator. 

Equating the maximum capillary pressure to the gravitational pressure drop gives the 

following equation 

2a 

Invent 
= Z,wp;#sin(t/0 (3.7) 

Solving for the tilt angle (i/>) we get 

xP = sin-1( £ ) (3.8) 

At dry-out in Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.5 Tad is approximately 50°C. Evaluating the surface 

tension (a) and liquid density (pt) using Tad as the heat pipe saturation temperature, from 

the relations given in [36], we can solve for a tilt angle of 0.9°. This means that the 

maximum capillary pressure of the heat pipe is exactly balanced by the adverse 

hydrostatic pressure created when the pipe is tilted by just 0.9°. This analysis is 

simplified since, in reality, the liquid would be moving during operation and there would 

be non-trivial contributions to the pressure drop from the vapour flow and bends in the 
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pipe. It was therefore decided that an angle of 0.5° would be a good compromise 

between the situation of driving the liquid out of the artery at too high of an angle and of 

allowing a puddle to form at too lowr of an angle. Typical tilt orientation is given in Fig. 

3.7 with the evaporator side higher than the condenser side. 

Evaporator End 

Fig. 3.7 - Tilt 

Dry-out testing was performed at a tilt angle of 0.5° to the horizontal. This resulted in an 

elevation of 3.14 mm so that the heat pipe evaporator was 3.14 mm higher than the 

condenser. At this adverse elevation it was expected that the heat pipe performance 

would be reduced. This is in fact seen in the following figure, where the maximum dry-

out power observed during testing was 180 W or approximately one-half the power 

obtained when the heat pipe was horizontal. 
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Fig. 3.8 - 3.14 mm elevation dry-out (0.5° adverse tilt) 

This is nearly a 50% reduction in maximum dry-out power from the tests performed at 

horizontal. It is clear that the arterial heat pipe's performance degrades rapidly when 

subjected to adverse pressure gradients. The following figure clearly shows that the pipe 

experiences a large increase in evaporator resistance at 180 W of applied power. 
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3.4 Comparison Between Large and Small Heaters 

As was shown in the last chapter the uncertainty of the large 1000 W heater shown in Fig. 

2.4 and Fig. 2.5 is very high at low power settings. It is for this reason that a smaller 200 

W heater was used for all tests at 6.28 mm elevation and above where dry-out occurs at 

powers of 50 W or less. At the 6.28 mm test elevation, both heaters were used to 

evaluate how well the collected data correlated between the two heaters. 
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Fig. 3.10 - Large vs. small heater results 

Two tests using the large heater were compared with three tests using the small heater 

from the beginning of the test to the power level before dry-out. The largest root mean 

square difference in temperature was found to be 0.85°C in TC36. This thermocouple 

measured the ambient temperature. Ignoring the ambient temperature fluctuations, the 
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largest root mean square difference in temperature in Fig. 3.10 was found in TC7 and was 

found to be 0.54°C. These results indicate that there was excellent consistency and 

uniformity in the data generated while using both the large and small heaters. 

It is clear from Fig. 3.11 that dry-out occurs at 50 W. This figure presents the resistance 

calculated from the small heater test up to 30 W and it then plots the values calculated 

from the large heater test from 30 W to dry-out. The overlapping values for resistance at 

30 W were within 3.3% difference on average. 
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Fig. 3.1.1 - 6.28 mm elevation resistance (1.0° adverse tilt) 
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3.5 Larger Elevation Testing 

Using the small heater, dry-out testing was performed at the elevations summarized in 

Table 8. 

Table 8 - Elevation testing 

Angle 
o 

1.5 
2.0 
2.5 
3.0 
3.5 
4.0 

Elevation 

mm 
9.42 
12.56 
15.70 
18.84 
21.98 
25.11 

Evaporator resistance was used to judge when dry-out occurred for these tests. It was 

clear in all of the following tests that the evaporator resistance decreases with increasing 

applied power that it reached a minimum value and then increased rapidly with the 

addition of more power. The power at which the evaporator reached a minimum 

resistance was the maximum operating power for a given adverse elevation and the 

power at which the resistance increased was the dry-out power. A summary of all 

elevation tests is provided in the following figures. 

In all tests the heat pipe temperature was allowed to come to equilibrium for a minimum 

of 600 seconds before any power was applied. Power was applied in even increments 

and the pipe was allowed to come to equilibrium before advancing to the next power 

level. Ambient temperatures fluctuated throughout all tests and from day to day from 

21°Cto26°C. 
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Dry-out behaviour in Fig. 3.12, Fig. 3.14 and Fig. 3.16 exhibit the same pattern as 

previous tests. The general shape of the graphs is similar, with smaller temperature 

corresponding to smaller applied powers. 

In Fig. 3.13, Fig. 3.15 and Fig. 3.17 the evaporator resistance clearly decreases with each 

increase in applied power until it reaches a minimum, then increases with each increase 

in power. 

Even though the applied power is quite small, the dry-out behaviour in Fig. 3.18, Fig. 

3.20 and Fig. 3.22 remains consistent with previous tests. The evaporator, adiabatic and 

condenser temperatures all increase and then stabilize in the same manner as the higher 

power tests. 

The evaporator resistances plotted in Fig. 3.19, Fig. 3.21 and Fig. 3.23 confirm that even 

at the highest elevations examined, the heat pipe is operational up to a point. The 

evaporator resistance being stable, then decreasing and stabilizing with an increase in the 

application of power clearly shows that the pipe is still pumping fluid into the evaporator. 

The heat pipe was found to dry-out beyond 1 W of applied power as given in Fig. 3.23. 

Testing was not continued beyond 4.0 degree tilt corresponding to 25.11 mm. 
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Fig. 3.23 - 25.11 mm elevation resistance (4.0° adverse tilt) 
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3.6 Overall Dry-out Performance 

After performing a complete set of dry-out tests at various adverse elevations and power 

levels, it is useful to combine all the test data together to summarize the overall dry-out 

performance of the heat pipe. The following table summarizes the dry-out power at all 

the adverse elevations tested. 

Table 9 - Dry-out summary 

Angle 

deg 

0.0 

0.5 

1.0 

1.5 

2.0 

2.5 

3.0 

3.5 

4.0 

Elevation 

mm 

0.00 

3.14 

6.28 

9.42 

12.56 

15.70 

18.84 

21.98 

25.11 

Max 
Operating 

Power 

W 

340 

170 

40 

35 

25 

20 

4 

2 

1 

Dry-out 
Power 

W 

350 

180 

50 

40 

30 

25 

6 

3 

1.5 

Dry-out power vs. elevation is presented in Fig. 3.24 and indicates that there is an 

exponential decrease in maximum achievable dry-out power with an increase in adverse 

elevation. 
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Fig. 3.24 - Dry-out power vs. elevation 

It is also possible to plot the minimum operating resistance against the dry-out power as 

shown in Fig. 3.25. The clear trend in this figure is linear when plotted using a 

logarithmic scale on both axes. It would appear from this figure that the minimum 

operating evaporator resistance is achieved at applied power levels just below maximum 

dry-out power. 
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3.7 Step Change Tests 

Tests were performed to determine if the heat pipe was susceptible to vapour blockages 

in the artery when a large percentage of dry-out power was applied instantaneously. 

These were done at both horizontal as well as 3.14 mm elevations at power levels from 

80% to 90% of dry-out power. As can be seen in the following figures, instantaneous 

application of 80% to 90% of dry-out power did not result in any adverse performance 

effects. 

3.7.1 Horizontal Step Change in Power 
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Fig. 3.26 - Step change in applied power 
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To ensure the temperature in the heat pipe is stable a delay of 600 seconds was used 

before 300 W of power was applied as a step change. The heat pipe was allowed to 

stabilize in temperature before shutting off the power and allowing the temperatures to 

fall back to their original values. With a dry-out power in the range of 350 W, this test 

clearly demonstrates that it is possible to instantaneously apply over 80% of the pipe's 

dry-out power without encountering any reduction in performance. 

3.7.2 Adverse Tilt Step Change in Power 

This test was repeated at a 3.14 mm elevation to determine if the pipe would encounter 

any difficulty managing over 80% of dry-out power at this reduced performance 

orientation. 
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Fig. 3.27 - Step change in applied power with adverse tilt 

The test showed that instantaneously applying a power of 150 W, representing over 80% 

of dry-out power, at this reduced performance regime was still possible. This clearly 

demonstrates that the ArllP is capable of sustaining sudden power application in excess 

of 80% of dry-out power at a given adverse elevation without experiencing any 

performance degradation. 
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3.8 Drop Chiller Temperature Tests 

Tests were performed to determine what would occur if, while at a load of 80% of dry-

out power, the condenser temperature was reduced. To perform these tests, the chiller 

was set to 20°C and the heat pipe was allowed to stabilize for 600 seconds. Power, 

amounting to 80% of dry-out, was then applied and the pipe was again allowed to 

stabilize. Once stable for more than 600 seconds the chiller was set to 5°C while the 

applied power remained constant. A plot of temperature vs. time as shown in Fig. 3.28 

does not appear to show any unusual results but if the first six thermocouples are plotted, 

as provided in Fig. 3.29 rather than the average of all evaporator measurements, 

something more interesting can be seen. The temperature at the tip of the evaporator 

increases just after the condenser temperature is decreased. 

The reason the temperature increases in the tip of the evaporator is that as the condenser 

side cools the saturation temperature of the pipe drops. Simultaneously, the evaporator 

side still has walls that are hot. It takes some time to cool the walls given that they have 

some thermal mass. Thus, the difference between the wall temperature and the saturation 

temperature of the ammonia in the pipe increases. This leads to some superheat. The 

amount of superheat causing nucleation is stochastic. Therefore, in some cases, a sudden 

boiling was observed, but in other cases, there was no boiling, and no temperature 

overshoot as plotted in Fig. 3.29. The behaviour shown in this figure was only observed 

three times in fifteen total tests. 
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3.9 Summary of Results 

The arterial heat pipe has been tested under different configurations. Dry-out powers at 

various adverse elevations were found. It was shown (Fig. 3.24) that the dry-out power 

vs. elevation relationship is exponential in nature. It was also shown (Fig. 3.25) that the 

relationship between the minimum operating evaporator resistance and applied power is 

apparently linear when plotted on a log-log graph. 

The pipes response to a step change in power larger than 80% of dry-out was shown to be 

stable and did not demonstrate any degradation in performance. The heat pipe did not de-

prime even when this test was done with adverse tilt. 

It was shown in the last series of tests, that if the sink temperature was decreased too 

quickly, while a significant load is being applied to the evaporator, nucleate boiling may 

occur in the tip of the evaporator. In all cases observed, this nucleation and subsequent 

increase in temperature was a transient phenomenon that subsided within about 10 

minutes when all temperatures converged back to the evaporator average values. 

Overall, this arterial heat pipe exhibits reliable, repeatable performance across all tests 

with a maximum stable operating power at horizontal orientation of 340 W. 
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C h a p t e r 4 Numerical Model 

4.1 Introduction 

It is desirable to create a numerical model to predict the performance of the arterial heat 

pipe. With a robust numerical model, it is possible to run parametric studies to determine 

the optimum layout for a heat pipe for any given application. Previous models mostly 

relied on the methods introduced in [20]. In this chapter this approach is first presented 

and then an improved model is presented. The details of this model are explained, the 

most important feature of which is that it can take into account excess fluid charge. 
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The key assumptions of both models are that the heat pipe is limited by the available 

capillary pumping pressure, the flow of liquid and vapour are laminar and that the liquid 

and vapour regions do not interact. 

A function to calculate property data was derived from polynomial fit equations for 

ammonia provided in the appendix of [36]. 

4.2 Chi Model 

The book by Chi [20], is a standard reference in the heat pipe industry. The basic theory 

behind the Chi model relies on the fact that most heat pipes are limited in their heat 

transport capacity by the available capillary pressure. This is known as the capillary 

limit. To find the maximum applied power that will result in the capillary limit being 

reached, all pressure drops along the heat pipe are equated to the capillary limit. 

4.2.1 Maximum Capillary Pressure 

The maximum capillary pressure Pc is given by the Laplace and Young equation where 

/?! and R2 are the mutually perpendicular radii of curvature of the meniscus and a is the 

surface tension of the fluid, 

P' = "k + Tj (41) 

At a circular section, such as a vapour vent hole, the radii will be equal and thus the 

maximum capillary pressure can be written as, 
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2<7 
Pc = — (4.2) 

'vent 

where the value rvent is the radius of the circular vapour vent hole. 

Operation in a gravitational field will reduce the performance of the heat pipe by an 

amount equal to the perpendicular pressure drop P±, 

P± = Pid2rhvcos(xp) (4.3) 

where pi is the liquid density, rhv is the hydraulic radius of the vapour space and xp is the 
tilt angle. 

4.2.2 Liquid Pressure Drop 

dPi For laminar flow the longitudinal liquid pressure gradient —- can be shown to be, 

dPi 2TZ , s 

- ? 7 = - - i ± P i f l f s i n ( ^ ) (4.4) 
az rhl 

where xx is the liquid shear stess and rM is the liquid artery hydraulic radius. 

Critical dimensionless parameters are the Reynolds number, Reh and the friction factor, 

fi, given as 

Ret = (4.5) 

2TJ 
fi = -T2 (4-6) 

Piui 
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When these two values are combined, they form another dimensionless parameter known 

as the Poiseuille number Poh 

Pot = Rerft (4.7) 

The mean liquid velocity wt can be shown to be, 

where Q is the applied heat load, Ft is the area of the liquid artery and hjg is the latent 

heat of vapourization of the working fluid. Re-arranging equations (4.4), (4.5), (4.6), 

(4.7) and (4.8) one can obtain, 

dPt POM 

dz IFiPxhfg rfa 
Q± 9x9 sin(i/0 (4.9) 

4.2.3 Vapor Pressure Drop 

UP 
For laminar flow the vapour pressure gradient —— can be shown to be a combination of 

the first viscous term and the second inertial term as follows, 

dPv (jpRe^fivriiv 8 dmv
2 

dz IPvPvThv 3pvPv dz 

Mass flow rate of vapour can be written as follows, 

Q 

(4.10) 

m* = T - (4.11) 
nfg 
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Noting that the relationships noted in (4.5), (4.6), (4.7) and (4.8) hold true for vapour and 

combining with (4.10) and (4.11), the following equation can be derived, 

dPv Pov\iv 4 dQ2 

—Z- VS1 Q 2_ (4 12) 
dz 2Fvpvhfgr^v 3F2pvhjg dz 

4.2.4 Maximum Heat Transfer 

From [20], it can be shown that when the effective maximum capillary pressure is set to 

equal the liquid and vapour pressure drops along the heat pipe it is possible to solve for 

the maximum dry-out power. 

. _ » _ | V £ *V,* (4,3, 
J0 \dz dz) 

Substituting equations (4.2), (4.3), (4.9) and (4.12) one can obtain, 

la 
Pig2rhv cos(ip) 

-i 
1~vent 

lt( PQvUv n 4 dQ2 

' TQ-^2„h2 -IT (4.14) 
0 \2FvpvhTgrlv 3F2pvhjg dz 

2Flplhfgr£l 
+ nr, . ,.—Zz Q + Pi9 sinO/0 ) dz 

Knowing that the pipe is fully insulated, and the ends of the pipe are set to have no heat 

transfer it is possible to eliminate the following term from equation (4.14). 

4 dQ2 

1 0 3F2pvh}g dz 

= , c 2 h2 QdQ 
6tvpvhfgJQ{Q) ( 4 j 5) 

-—^-r(<22a t)-e2(o)) WvPvtfg 
= 0 
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Therefore the maximum heat transport factor can be found to be, 

2o-
ptg2rhv cosO/0 - ptg s in(0) 

2Fvpvhfg rhv 2FiPihfg rhl 

^rf)max = W 'P^Z ."'poiMi (4-* 6) 

which can also be written as. 

(-QLefr)max = / ^ = Qrnax(0.5Lev + Lad + 0.5LCO) (4.17) 

Therefore the capillary limited maximum heat transfer is, 

—— - ptg2rhv cosO/>) - ptg s in(^) 
n _ 'vent 
Qmax ~ -, ~ " 7 (4.1 8) 

2Fo°fV
r2 + 2Fo°tr* (0'5L" + Lad + ° - 5 L c o ) 

\ztvpviifgrflv itiPinrgrhl) 

4.2.5 Poiseuille Number 

It is necessary to solve for the Poiseuille number of both the liquid and vapour flows. 

This was done using two techniques as presented below. Both techniques yielded values 

that are somewhat close to the theoretical value of 16 for laminar flow in a circular cross 

section. 
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Solution using finite element method 

The governing equation for both the liquid and vapour regions was taken to be the 

Poisson equation. 

d2w d2w _ldP 
dx2 dy2 n dz 

(4.19) 

The area and perimeter of the vapour and artery spaces can be calculated from geometry 

as follows. 

Fig. 4.1 - Heat pipe geometry 

X = 2 cos (^— J (4.20) 
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C = 2riSin( | ) (4.21) 

S = riX (4.22) 

* = ( * r f 2 ) - y ( * - s i n ( * ) ) (4.23) 

Ilv = 2nrt-S + C (4.24) 

Far = ^ ( * - s i n ( * ) ) (4.25) 

n a r = S + C (4.26) 

where F refers to area and FI refers to the perimeter. 

Non-dimensionalizing the x and y coordinates and the velocity w with the following 

equations which are equally applicable to both the vapour and liquid region, 

x* = J (4.27) 

y* = r (4-28) 
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w 
w* = 

©(-£)••.' (4.29) 

n 
IT = - (4.30) 

F*=^ (4.31) 

Equation (4.19) can now be written non-dimensionally as, 

d2w* d2w* 
T + 5 " = - l (4-32) 

dx*2 dy*2 

The boundary conditions for both the liquid and vapour are set to the no-slip condition. 

w* = 0 (4.33) 

The Poiseuille number can then be found from the mean non-dimensional velocity as 

given by, 

Po = -(-) (4-34) 

Matlab PDE Toolbox was used to solve the velocity field. Once the velocity field is 

obtained, the Poiseuille number was computed from equation (4.34). The following 
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tables are a summary of the grid convergence analysis that was performed. Refinements 

were halted after the relative change was below one hundredth of a percent. 

Table 10 - Grid convergence summary for Pov 

Vapour Space 

# Triangles 
254 
1016 
4064 
16256 
65024 

260096 

w' 
1.096E-01 
1.107E-01 
1.110E-01 
1.111E-01 
1.111E-01 
1.111E-01 

Pov 

16.09435125 
15.92714364 
15.88390307 
15.87287648 
15.87008707 
15.86938782 

% change 

1.050% 
0.272% 
0.069% 
0.018% 
0.004% 

Table 11 - Grid convergence summary for Pot 

Liquid Artery Space 

# Triangles 
40 
160 
640 

2560 
10240 
40960 
163840 
655360 

. w* 

2.917E-03 
3.771 E-03 
3.992E-03 
4.049E-03 
4.063E-03 
4.067E-03 
4.067E-03 
4.068E-03 

Po, 
21.80239962 
16.86773852 
15.93067260 
15.70888352 
15.65459370 
15.64017469 
15.63684245 
15.63598113 

% change 

29.255% 
5.882% 
1.412% 
0.347% 
0.092% 
0.021% 
0.006% 

From this analysis it was found that the Poiseuille number for the vapour space is 15.87, 

and that of the liquid artery is 15.64. 
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Approximate method based on geometry 

The method described in [37] is solely based on geometry and does not require the flow 

field to be solved. The technique relies on finding the polar moment of inertia given for a 

circular segment channel as follows, 

{ sin(2fl (1 + cos2(Q) (2 sin(Q - cos(Q sin(2Q)2l 
2 12 9(£-0.5sin(2O) J 

Fig. 4.2 - Circular segment geometry 

where the following angles for the liquid artery and the vapour space come from 

geometry and the angle given in equation (4.20), 

6 = f (4-36) 

/ =r-4 
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(4.37) 

Using the specific polar moment of inertia defined in equation (4.38), it is possible to 

define a Poiseuille like value that is normalized with VF rather than the hydraulic 

diameter as given in equation (4.39). 

j* — JL 
1P ~ F2 

(4.38) 

VF 
fRe^ = 32n2i; — 

(4.39) 

It is then possible to convert this value into the standard form of the Poiseuille number as 

follows, 

4VF (4.40) 

The results of this analysis added further confidence to the values obtained through the 

finite element solution. This approximate method yielded values that are summarized in 

the following table and compared very well with the more precise finite element 

solutions. 

Table 12 - Comparison between FEM and approximate Poiseuille solutions 

Pov 

Poi 

FEM 

15.86939 

15.63598 

Approximate 

15.64203 

15.59852 

Percent Error 

-1.43267% 

-0.23959% 
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4.3 Improved Model 

The Chi model, while useful for initial prediction of the performance of a given style of 

heat pipe, does not take into account important aspects of the physics of the arterial heat 

pipe. Specifically the Chi model does not take into account the excess liquid that will 

invariably be in the heat pipe at operating temperature. This excess fluid comes from the 

initial fill level of the heat pipe when assembled. Normally, the pipe is slightly overfilled 

to ensure that there is always enough fluid to keep the liquid artery filled. In a 

gravitational field this excess fluid will result in a puddle forming in the heat pipe. The 

model specifically examines the evaporator as puddle formation there would significantly 

change the dry-out limit. Since the main capillary structure of the arterial pipe is the 

vapour vent holes, a puddle will have the effect of disabling a portion of the heat pipe. 

There are two criteria that define effective dry-out in the arterial heat pipe. The first is if 

the capillary pumping limit of the vapour vent holes is reached, and the second is if the 

fluid can no longer be pumped to the top of the heat pipe through circumferential grooves 

in the evaporator. These are the same criteria defined in [19] but are approached 

differently based primarily on the work in [17]. 
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A) 

B) w 

Q 

D) 

H t +h-r 

Fig. 4.3 - Groove geometry 

It is first necessary to define several meniscus radius values starting at the minimum and 

increasing. The general meniscus radius of the groove can be derived from geometry in 

Fig. 4.3 as follows, 

From triangle A, 

h = 
sin(cr) 

(4.41) 
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From triangle B, 

w = (Ht + h-r) tan(a) (4.42) 

At a meniscus height of zero and a minimum meniscus radius it can be shown in triangle 

C, 

Wmin = r cos(a) (4.43) 

Therefore generally from triangle D it can be shown that the general meniscus radius is, 

w 
Rg = ( ,~ (4.44) 

y cos(a + 9) 

With the incorporation of equations (4.41) and (4.42), 

(Ht + . r s - r J tan(a) ,, , ^ 
R _ \ c sin(aQ y (4.45) 

9 cos(a + 6) 

The minimum radius collapses to the following based on equations (4.43) and (4.44), 

rcos(a) IA A^ 
R"»=^TT) (446) 

In a gravitational field the maximum meniscus radius is infinite as it approaches a flat 

surface. 

Rmax = oo (4.47) 
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Since it is impossible to define a list of meniscus radius values that goes all the way to 

Rmax, the values were set up to a maximum of approximately three times the value of Rg. 

Combining equations (4.41) and (4.42) it is possible to get and expression for half the 

width of the groove. Since the value of w is given per Fig. 1.5, it is possible to solve for 

the angle a. The Matlab built in 'fzero' function is used to solve for the angle that 

satisfies the following equation, 

0 = fH t + . T, x - r)tan(a) - w (4.48) 
V sin(a) / v 

The 'fzero' function is derived from a FORTRAN program given in [38] and is a blend of 

the bisection, secant, and inverse quadratic interpolation methods. The maximum area 

and perimeter of fluid in the threaded groove can be written as follows, 

Ftmax = ( W t + ^ ^ y - r ) t a n C a O - r ^ t a n - H a O - l + or) (4. 49) 

n tmax 
Ht(l + sin(a)) 

+ r cos(a) (f-«) (4.50) 

The volume taken up by the threads can be determined by establishing the thread pitch Sp. 

Therefore, 

. , Ptmax^nri^totalPl 
Vt= ~ (4.51) 

The total mass of ammonia in the pipe is the sum of the volume of the vapour space 

subtracted by the volume of the puddle multiplied by the vapour density, and the volume 
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of the artery added to the volume of the threads and the puddle then multiplied by the 

liquid density as given in the following equation, 

mpr = (Vv - Vexc)pv + (Var + Vt + Vexc)pi (4.52) 

Re-arranging this equation to solve for the excess volume of the liquid puddle yields, 

'exc 
™-pr - VyPv ~ War + Vt)Pl 

Pi ~ Pv 
(4.53) 

It is next necessary to solve for the length z0 of the puddle caused by the excess of fluid in 

the evaporator for each of the defined meniscus radius values. The puddle geometry is 

given in Fig. 4.4. 

KZ&&Z2&&ai2^^ 

Fig. 4.4 - Puddle geometry (adapted from [17]) 

The slope of the puddle is given by the following equation where (f)p is the angle the 

puddle form at a given distance along the puddle length as shown in cross-section A-A in 

Fig. 4.4. 
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dy di • r . \ d(bv (A ZA\ 

Tz = lsm^~dT (454) 

The pressure distribution along the puddle can be shown to be, 

dP VjQ^POz (dy 
dz 2FzR*hfg 

= (pj - pv)g (— cosO//) - sin(i//) j (4.55) 

The differential volume of the liquid in the puddle can be shown to be given by, 

dV_ 
lz — = Fz - Far (4.56) 

where the area and perimeter based upon the angle (f>p of the puddle at a given location is 

given in the following two equations, 

Fz = y ( 2 0 p - s i n ( 2 0 p ) ) (4-57) 

nz = d?(0p + 2sin(0p)) (4.58) 

For a given Rm, a numerical method is used to find the length of the puddle from the 

following equations, 

1 2 \ 
ti = a ( p ~ - p ) - 3(Pi ~ Pv)Lw sin(V») (4.59) 

*P,r = V'P2°;Q™trr (4.60) 
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AK = vvPoQ• U.„ ( 4 6 | ) 

Ltvrhvhfg 

APtl = APar + APV (4.62) 

Left = Ltotai ~ 0.5[(Le v - z„) + Lco] (4.63) 

Replacing the terras in equation (4.62) with the expressions (4.59) to (4.61) and solving 

for the maximum power, the following equation can be written, 

2AP t l h f g 
Qmaxt - r p Q ; V ; p ^ 

Leff • + '• C 2 ' E" 2 
*-t'arrhar *Vr/H> 

(4.64) 

By re-arranging equations (4.54) and (4.55) it is possible to get the following equation, 

d<p ViQmaxi^oz 2tan(V») tA e,^ 
dz diFzRjhfg{pi- pr),g cosO/;) sin(0) d;sin(0) 

where Poz is found using the approximate geometric method from [37] using equations 

(4.35) to (4.40). 

Equation (4.65) is then numerically integrated from 0 to z0 to solve for the profile of the 

angle of the puddle. The boundary conditions for this numerical integration are given as, 

Atz = 0 

0 = 0a (4-66) 
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and at z = zQ 

V = Vexc (4.67) 

Matlab built in Runge-Kutta ode45 solver was used to perform this integration. 

With the distribution of 0, the integral of equation (4.56) is found by using the trapezoid 

rule. It is then possible to compare the calculated excess volume with the theoretical 

excess volume given in (4.53). If they are equal then the value of z0 is stored to be used 

to calculate Qmaxx using equations (4.59) and (4.64). If they are not equal, the value of 

zo must be incremented to a new value and the whole solution procedure repeated. The 

Matlab built in function 'fzero' was used rather than implementing a slower bisection 

search. 

These steps are repeated until a z0 and Qmaxi a r e found for each radius meniscus value. 

Rm is then incremented, and the process repeats. 
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Fig. 4.5 - Groove cross-section (adapted from [17]) 

The value of QmaX2 is solved for by looking at the secondary dry-out criterion. The 

second criterion differs from the first in that it is only concerned with the circumferential 

grooves. For a given meniscus radius in the vapour vent hole there exists a value z0 

which represents the length of the puddle. The groove at the edge of the puddle is then 

treated as a separate very small heat pipe. 

There will be some pressure drop associated with the fluid passing under the flange from 

point A to point C per Fig. 4.5. The pressure drop can be calculated as follows per the 

analysis in [17], 

M i ( 0 f c - <l>a)Qmax2 m fla 

2hfgLev 

E"3 Jf £. fj2 
rtmax I uwcwu-hw 

(s n? ^ 16 
(4.68) 

After pumping the fluid from the vapour vent hole, through and then to the edge of the 

flange, it is required to determine the pumping pressure from the edge of the flange to the 
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top of the pipe. To go from point C to D per Fig. 4.5, a new meniscus radius must be 

defined as follows. 

Rn~\a +RJ 
(4.69) 

The total effective capillary pumping pressure is therefore given by, 

APt2 = a(J:—J_) 
TTiin ±vm/ 

(4.70) 

As the radius of the meniscus at a groove changes so too does the area and perimeter of 

the fluid in the threaded groove. The area and perimeter of the fluid in the threaded 

groove as a function of the height and angle of the meniscus can be written as follows, 

Ft = — {n - 2a + sin(2a)) + 2r(Hm — r) cos(a) 

+ i(Hm -r) + r sin(a)]2 tan(a) 
-/&(/?-sin(jS)cos(/?)) 

(4.71) 

nt = 2 
Hm — r ( l — sin(a)) 

sin(a) + r (?-«) (4.72) 

Angle /? and the height of the meniscus Hm are found with the following equations, 

HRmin ^ Rm < Kg 

n /? = - - ( a + 0) (4.73) 

H _ Rm sin(/?) r | 
m tan(a) sin(a) 

(4.74) 
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andif/?mca. > Rm >Rg 

J{Ht+iukr-r)tanM 
P = sin"11 -> ^ ^ '- ] (4.75) 

Hm = Ht (4.76) 

The pressure distribution in the threaded groove from the edge of the flange up to the top 

of the pipe (from point C to D per Fig. 4.5) is given by, 

dP vI/7 t
2d iQ inax2Sp n-<j> dt d(cos(0)) 

d(p 2F{Levhfg n - (J)b 2 d<p 

Integrating from the edge of the flange at an angle of (f>b up to the top of the pipe at an 

angle of n it is possible to find the pressure drop through the groove channel as follows, 

[ndP 

APthr = 9 g 3 f • - I — 5 — + (Pi - p J ^ - 5 ( - c o s ( 0 b ) - 1) (4.79) 
Ltt Levnrg \ i i i 

Equating equation (4.70) with the sum of equations (4.68) and (4.79) one gets, 

APt2 = APfla + AP thr (4.80) 

By rearranging the resulting equation and isolating for QmaX2 it is possible to write, 
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2h 
Q 

fa 
mox2 

APt2 ~ (Pz ~ Pv)-£g(.~ cos(0&) - 1)J 

vtdi (<Pb ~ <J>a) 

Ft , $w£wdh 

fon?) + 16 

UtSp (Tt - <f>b\ 
L„S 2 J rt uev 

(4.81) 

The value of QmaX2 ' s needed to determine R^ so this set of equations must be solved 

iteratively. 

Both Qmaxl and QmaX2 solved for each meniscus radius are then plotted. The two 

resulting lines will cross in a manner similar to either the first or second method as seen 

in Fig. 4.6. 

Fig. 4.6 - Capillary pumping limits 
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If the intersection of the two curves is at a point larger than /?nmit a s shown in Fig. 4.6 

then the value of Qmax is at that intersection. If they intersect below jRlimit the value of 

Qmax is the calculated value of Qmaxi at i?iimit. 

From [36] it is known that for small radiuses, 

By equating equations (4.1) and (4.2) and taking into account equation (4.82) the 

following relation can be derived, 

°(hi)= 2<TCOS(0) 

— (4.83) 
'vent 

The value i?iimit is the smallest possible meniscus radius. By replacing rvh = -2£2i and 

noting that R2 = <x> in equation (4.83), /?i,mit can be derived to be, 

* « • * = i^Sk (4-84) 

4 cos{6) 

Having solved for Qmax with a guessed operating temperature, the guess is updated via 

the experimentally derived linear function based on all data from TCu,, and the solution 

procedure is repeated until the difference between the guess and the saturation 

temperature solved for in equation (4.85) is less than one 0.01°C. The estimated Tsat 

value is added to half of the difference between the previous guess and the newly 

calculated Tsat. This ratio of adding half the difference was found to quickly converge as 

long as the initial guess was larger than the actual Tsat. 
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Tsat = (0.12841(Qmax) + 6.4858) + 273.15 (4.85) 

The overall solution procedure was found to converge in approximately 20 seconds on an 

AMD Athlon 64 processor running at 2.20 GHz. 

The solution algorithm is shown in Fig. 4.7 where the values with the '*' are calculated 

numerically, Vexc is calculated from equation (4.53), the initial Tsat guess is 330 K and 

the initial QmaX2 guess is 300 W. 
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Store Qmax2 

No 

Fig. 4.7 - Solution algorithm 
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4.4 Discussion of Results 

Both the Chi model and the improved model that took into account puddle formation 

were solved. The following section discusses the results of these two models. 

4.4.1 Chi Model Results 

Using the Chi model and taking into account the Tsat temperature using equation (4.85) 

the maximum dry-out power was found to be 322.6 W. This represents approximately 

8.5% error when compared to the 350 W dry-out power found during testing. 

4.4.2 Improved Model Results 

The improved model yielded somewhat better results. A grid convergence analysis was 

performed where the model was solved with various numbers of meniscus radius values 

from Rmin of approximately 5.0e-5 m up to 3.0e-4 m with a contact angle of 45°, a very 

small tilt angle of-0.01° to ensure the puddle would stay in the evaporator, and a fill 

mass of 10 g. Since the value of Qmax is the point at which the Qmaxi and QmaX2 i m e s 

cross, the precision of the calculation depends on how closely spaced the meniscus radius 

values are. As shown in the following figure the Qmaxvdhie stabilizes at 16 points with 

less than 0.03% error vs. a calculation with 29 points. This result means that using points 

separated by approximately 1.0909e-5 m or smaller should be used in further study. The 

grid convergence analysis is shown graphically in Fig. 4.8 and typical results using the 

same parameters are given in Fig. 4.9 giving a maximum predicted dry-out power of 

346.05 W. Matlab has several Runge-Kutta solvers that are available for use. Both 
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ode45 which is a 4th and 5th order solver and ode23 which is a 2nd and 3rd order solver 

could be used. It was found that by using the ode23 solver the solution could be found 

30% faster and had a negligible difference in results as compared with the ode45 results. 

344.5 

-S Dry-out power 
Absolute %error 

i 
yj 

10 15 20 25 30 
Number of meniscus radius values 

Fig. 4.8 - Model grid convergence 
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- ^ Qmax2 

R limit 

1.00E-04 1.50E-04 2.00E-04 2.50E-04 

Meniscus radius [m] 
3.00E-04 

Fig. 4.9 - Typical results using 45° contact angle and mpr= 10 g 

A contact angle of 45 degrees at dry-out is possible, especially if the internal surfaces of 

the heat pipe have been poorly cleaned [6]. In Fig. 4.10 it is notable that at a contact 

angle of 0° and a fill mass of 10 g, the Qmax\
 and Qmax2 u n e s cross at a meniscus radius 

value small than /?ijmjt- This means that the dry-out value can be found where the Qmaxi 

curve intercepts /?iimit-
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Fig. 4.10 - Typical results using 0° contact angle and mpr= 10 g 

The model is a function of the contact angle and the fill mass. It was necessary to 

conduct a parametric analysis to determine how the performance changed with changes in 

these parameters. The contact angle in this model was assumed to be the value just as 

dry-out is reached. As such, this dynamic contact angle could be any value. Certain 

authors have given a range of 0 to 40 degrees [39]. Other authors have noted that the 

dynamic contact angle is an unknown that, with internal surface contamination, could be 

in excess of 45 degrees [6]. Values from 0 to 50 degrees were explored in the presented 

analysis. 

The range for the mass of ammonia was set from 9.7 g up to 10.0 g. The chosen values 

represent the lowest possible fill mass that would still result in a puddle forming at the 

operating temperature of 326 K, up to a maximum value that would keep the resulting 
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puddle length less than the length of the evaporator. The length of the puddle, z0, has to 

be smaller than the length of the evaporator because the vapour vent holes are only within 

this section. If the puddle was longer than the evaporator, the vapour vent holes would 

no longer be able to provide a capillary pumping action and the pipe would be limited by 

the centrifugal groove criteria alone. 
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Fig. 4.11 - Parametric analysis 

The region that comes closest to the experimental dry-out value of 350 W is at the larger 

contact angles and is given in more detail in Fig. 4.12. 
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Fig. 4.12 - Parametric analysis (zoomed) 

For a fill mass of 10.00 g, the numerical model predicts a maximum dry-out power within 

5% of the experimental 350 W when the contact angle is between 43 degrees and 47 

degrees. These are reasonable values since it would be nearly impossible to get the 

theoretical maximum of a zero degree contact angle due to imperfections in the material 

or contamination on the surface. 

The improved numerical model yields values for maximum dry-out power that are quite 

close to the values found during experimental testing. Since the values of fill mass and 

contact angle are not known exactly, it is difficult to provide an exact value from the 

numerical model to compare with experiment. Within a range of valid fill masses and 

from approximately 43 to 47 degrees contact angle, the maximum dry-out value predicted 
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by the numerical model fall between 330 W and 370 W. This falls perfectly within the 

expected range for dry-out power based on the experimental observations. The improved 

numerical model has therefore been shown to give results that are reasonable and within 

the same range as found in experimental analysis. 
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Chapter 5 Conclusions and Recommendations 

5.1 Conclusion 

The arterial heat pipe tested has been found to have repeatable performance during 

extensive dry-out testing. The heat pipe has been found not to be prone to accumulation 

of vapour in the artery that would lead to premature dry-out. The test article shows no 

signs of non-condensable gas formation. A maximum dry-out power of 350 W was 

achieved at horizontal. Tilt testing demonstrated that the heat pipe exhibits an 

exponential decrease in performance with adverse evaporator elevation. Similarly, the 

minimum operating evaporator resistance follows a linear relationship when plotted on a 

log-log graph for the applied power from zero up to the maximum dry-out power. 
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Instantaneous application of up to 80% of dry-out power was handled smoothly by the 

heat pipe with no indication of dry-out or local boiling. Dropping the chiller temperature 

while at 80% of maximum load was found to cause local boiling in the tip of the 

evaporator in 20% of cases. This local spike in temperature was found to return to 

average conditions within ten minutes. A numerical model was developed that took into 

account excess charging and the resulting puddle that would form. This model was found 

to yield reasonable results. The arterial heat pipe exhibited predictable stable 

performance but was very sensitive to tilt. 
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5.2 List of Personal Contributions 

Detailed testing of arterial heat pipe was accomplished. A thorough uncertainty analysis 

was performed and based on the results improvements to the experimental apparatus were 

made, including procurement of more accurate multi-meters. The test stand was 

modified to allow cooling the condenser from the bottom rather than the top. 

Thermocouples were clustered at the tip of the evaporator to detect any potential local 

boiling and at the condenser to detect any potential non-condensable gas formation. The 

experimental testing involved approximately a dozen different tests each being repeated 

from a minimum of three to a maximum of fifteen times, representing hundreds of hours 

of detailed work. These detailed tests probed the operating envelope of an arterial heat 

pipe with minimal performance data available in the open literature. The obtained results 

were self consistent and fit well with previous experimental results. 

A novel numerical model that takes into account excess charge of fluid was also 

developed. The previous work [17] on which much of the numerical model is based did 

not account for the effect the skewed shape of the liquid and vapour cross sections. 

Effectively the model in [17] assumed a Poiseuille number of 16 for both flows. The 

model presented in this work solved for the exact value of the Poiseuille number in the 

artery and in the vapour space and made use of geometric correlations to solve for the 

values of Poiseuille number in the puddle region. Therefore, the improved model 

presented in this work is more accurate. A good fit was obtained between experimental 

results and the numerical model. 
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5.3 Suggestions for Future Work 

It is clear from the extensive experimental testing performed in this thesis that this 

configuration of arterial heat pipe performs extremely well. Further experimental and 

numerical research work on this configuration of heat pipe can lead to a better 

understanding of these heat pipes and more confidence in using them for future space 

missions. 

5.3.1 Experimental Recommendations 

Extensive testing has been done that has yielded a quality data set probing the capillary 

limited dry-out behaviour of the arterial heat pipe. To improve upon these results any 

further testing should consider the use of a power supply that could be controlled by 

software. Many of the tests took upwards of seven to eight hours to complete. This 

involved changing setting manually approximately every half an hour. Automation of 

power cycling would enable more repeatable results. It is also suggested that space flight 

tests should be done to collect data on the performance of the arterial heat pipe in 

microgravity conditions since we do not have access to any of the data from the 

previously flown pipes on Russian spacecraft. 

5.3.2 Numerical Recommendations 

The presented numerical model has been shown to produce accurate estimates of 

maximum dry-out power for the arterial heat pipe. It would be interesting to take the 

presented model and incorporate an optimization technique to probe the limits of the 
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operational capacity of this heat pipe. A technique such as a genetic algorithm could 

quickly vary design parameters such as groove geometry, fill mass, wick properties and 

vent hole sizing to optimize for maximum dry-out power and minimum mass. It is 

recommended that this model should be extended to simulate the performance of the 

arterial heat pipe in microgravity conditions. 

With ever increasing capabilities, it is possible that a three dimensional computational 

fluid dynamics and heat transfer simulation could be undertaken for this arterial heat pipe 

configuration. Any such model would require solving the full three-dimensional Navier-

Stokes, energy and mass transfer equations. A major challenge in such a simulation 

would be to resolve the very small scale phenomena occurring at the screen mesh and 

circumferential grooves while keeping the number of nodes of the domain within a 

manageable range. 
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Appendix A 

Diffusivity Estimation—Liquids 

The following analysis provides a means to estimate the diffusivity of gaseous nitrogen 

and hydrogen in liquid ammonia. There exist many correlations for liquid phase 

diffusivity that can be applied to this problem [40]. All of the available correlations are 

empirical and vary in accuracy on the order of 20%. This is acceptable as this analysis is 

only used as an initial estimate of the potential quantity of non-condensable gas. 

Many correlations exist for estimating liquid phase diffusion. The most basic equation, 

based on only on fluid mechanics and thermodynamics is called the Stokes-Einstein 

equation. This equation is also the starting point for most other correlations. 

kBT 
lJAS ,-

bnrAfiB 

Returns value in m*7s 
kB= Boltzmann's constant 
T = Temperature 
rA = radius of molecule 

/LIB = solvent viscosity 

(1) 

Since this theory is derived based on the movement of a large solid sphere moving 

through a continuous liquid, the Stokes-Einstein equation is limited to cases where the 

solute is much larger than the solvent. In cases where they are comparable in size, other 

correlations have been developed. Sutherland developed a parallel to the Stokes-Einstein 

equation that replaces the 6 in the denominator with a 4 this making it "no stick" at the 

surface of the sphere. Glasstone et al. modelled diffusion as a rate process replacing the 

67i with 2. 
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In these equations the radius can be assumed to be half the collision diameter. 

Table 13 - Collision diameters of selected substances [41] 

Substance 

H2 

o2 
N2 

NH3 

HzO 

Collision diameter 
[angstroms] 

2.827 
3.467 
3.798 
2.900 
2.641 

The most well known liquid diffusion correlation is given by Wilke and Chang. 

[42] 

Wilke and Chang \.mxlO-l60BlMB2T 
.JS " ,r 0.6 

VVA 

Returns value in m2/s 
<fi8 - association tactor 
MB - Molecular Weight (g/mol) 
T = Temperature (K) 
// - Viscosity of solution (Ns/irr) 
VA = Molecular volume of the solute (nrVkmol) 

(2) 

Table 14 - Solvent association factors [40] 

Solvent 

Water 
Methanol 
Ethanol 
Propanol 
Non-hydrogen bonded 

$v 
2.26 
1.9 
1.5 
1.2 
1.0 

Table 15 - Molecular volumes of simple molecules for VA and VB (nrVkmol) [42] 

H2 

o2 
N2 

Air 
CO 

0.0143 
0.0256 
0.0312 
0.0299 
0.0307 

C0 2 

HzO 
S0 2 

NO 
N20 

0.0340 
0.0189 
0.0448 
0.0236 
0.0364 

NH3 

H2S 
Cl2 

Br2 

l2 

0.0258 
0.0329 
0.0484 
0.0532 
0.0715 
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Another empirical equation for diffusion in liquids is given by Scheibel (1954). From 

[41] 

Scheibel 
AT 

LJAB ~ 1 

(/ /xlO'3)(^xlO-3)3 

1 + 
3 

V VA J 

Returns value in cm7s 
A = Constant (see table below) 
T = Temperature (K) 
// = Viscosity of solution (Ns/rrT) 

VA = Molecular volume of the solute (m3/kmol) 

VB = Molecular volume of the solvent (m Vkmol) 

(3) 

Table 16 - Constant A [41] 

Constant A equals 
Except as follows, 
Water when VA < VB 

Benzene when VA < 2 VB 

Others when VA <2.5Vfi 

8.2x10"B 

— 
25.2 x 10s 

18.9x10"° 

17.5 x 10s 

Another empirical equation for diffusion in liquids is given by Siddiqi-Lucas. 

[40] 

Siddiqi-Lucas 
_ 9.89x10 s ( l /Bxl0 3 ) 0 2 6 5 r 

( F , X 1 0 J ) ( / / S X 1 0 J ) 

Returns value in cm /s 
T = Temperature (K) 
ju8 = Viscosity of solution (Ns/rrT) 

VA = Molecular volume of the solute (nr/kmol) 

V„ = Molecular volume of the solvent (m3/kmol) 

(4) 
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Another empirical equation for diffusion in liquids is given by Umesi-Danner. 

[40] 

2.75 xlO -8 

n R 2n 
T 

UAB -
MB 

Returns value in cm'/s 
RA = Radius of gyration in angstroms of the 

solute 
RB = Radius of gyration in angstroms of the 
solvent 
T = Temperature (K) 
jug - Viscosity ot solution (Ns/m ) 

(5) 

Analysis - Example (Oxygen in Water) 

All of these equations were briefly analyzed to gain a better understanding of how the 

relations work and to confirm that they are indeed valid. 

The value of the diffusion parameter for Oxygen in Water is known experimentally to be 

1.8 x 10"5 cm2/s. The values calculated are: 

Calculated Diffusivity Values for 0 2 in H>0 

Stokes-Einstein 
Sutherland 
Glasstone 
Wilke and Chang 
Scheibel 
Siddiqi - Lucas 
Umesi - Danner 
Average 

Diffusivity 
1.26E-05 
1.89E-05 
1.19E-04 
2.01 E-05 
2.24E-05 
1.49E-05 
7.50E-06 
3.07E-05 

Error 
-5.41 E-06 
8.90E-07 
1.01E-04 
2.10E-06 
4.38E-06 

-3.07E-06 
-1.05E-05 
1.27E-05 

% Error 
-30% 

5% 
559% 

12% 
24% 

-17% 
-58% 
71% 
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Removing the outliers, the following relations give: 

Values (Outliers Removed) 

Stokes-Einstein 
Sutherland 
Wilke and Chang 
Scheibel 
Siddiqi - Lucas 
Average 

Diffusivity 
1.26E-05 
1.89E-05 
2.01 E-05 
2.24E-05 
1.49E-05 
1.78E-05 

Error 
-5.41 E-06 
8.90E-07 
2.10E-06 
4.38E-06 

-3.07E-06 
-2.22E-07 

% Error 
-30% 

5% 
12% 
24% 

-17% 
- 1 % 

Oxygen in 

2.50E-05 i 

1 00E-05 • 

5.00E-06 -

0.00E+00 -

.-.;: 

— p , 

Water (Outliers Removed) 

5tokes-ljli|tn Sutherland 

•1 

• : . ' 

•y 

-'' 

Wilke and Chang SiddlqiBlaa 

; 

_ _ 

-' z 

. -\ 

•:n. 

; 

£33 Diffusivity 

H Error 

Analysis - Estimation of the Diffusivity of H2 and N2 in NH3 (Ammonia) 

Calculated Diffusivity Values of H2 and N2 in NH3 

Stokes-Einstein 
Sutherland 
Glasstone 
Wilke and Chang (1) 
Wilke and Chang (2) 
Scheibel 
Siddiqi - Lucas 
Umesi - Danner 
Average 

H2 
1.10E-04 
1.65E-04 
1.04E-03 
1.31E-04 
1.86E-04 
6.24E-04 
1.25E-04 
6.71 E-05 
3.05E-04 

N2 
8.17E-05 
1.23E-04 
7.70E-04 
8.21 E-05 
1.16E-04 
3.34E-04 
8.79E-05 
5.51 E-05 
2.06E-04 

(using (p=l and (p=2 for the Wilke and Chang Equation ) 
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Diffusion Values 

1 20E-03 

1 00E-03 

8.00E-04 

6.00E-04 

4.00E-04 

2.00E-04 

0.00E+00 FM m 

' . • - , 

• 
';l '•I 
; •• l: • 1 • 

•; '< 

?• 
^ 1 FM nm 

# 
^ 

& 

f / / • ^ 

*£ 
^ " 

nH2 
HN2 

Diffusion Values (Outliers Removed) 

2.00E-04 

1.80E-04 

1.60E-04 

1.40E-04 

1.20E-04 

1.00E-04 

8.00E-05 

6.00E-05 

4.00E-05 

2.00E-05 

0.00E+00 

H2 

N2 

Stoke s-
Einstein 

Sutherland Wilke and 
Chang (1) 

Wilke and 
Chang (2) 

Siddiqi-
Lucas 
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